Quantization of widefield fluorescence images using structured illumination and image analysis software.
It is difficult to obtain precise quantitative measurements from fluorescent images captured from widefield microscopes. We wished to ascertain if reliable quantitative measurements of both biological and nonbiological specimens were possible using a widefield microscope equipped with a structured illumination system and image analysis software. In a nonbiological specimen, images were obtained from fluorescent beads of known intensity. For a biologically relevant model we used the uptake of fluorescently labeled transferrin by HeLa cells in culture. In the bead sample, the mean intensity of beads acquired with the structured illumination system showed relative intensities near to the predicted values without any further manipulation of data. In the transferrin uptake experiments, uptake and subsequent recycling of the labeled transferrin could be accurately and reproducibly measured. We conclude that using a combination of structured illumination and image processing algorithms accurate quantization of fluorescent images can be achieved in widefield microscopy.